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DevExtras.NET Obfusasm is a build automation tool for.NET applications that allows you to protect your assemblies and code from decompilers. As the name states it is for use in development environments and its use of a configuration file means its not tightly coupled to DevExtras.NET project file, so it can be easily be moved between projects or solutions.
Obfusasm has both command line and GUI interfaces. To obfuscate a assembly use the command line Obfusasm /out:protected.dll /protect:assembly Obfusasm provides numerous advanced obfuscation techniques and additional options to protect your assemblies. Obfusasm provides a nice GUI that allows you to quickly define your protection settings, so if you
want to change anything then you can right from the GUI. Obfuscation results are embedded into a metadata header and the resulting assemblies are called protected.dll, protected.exe, protected.vshost.exe or protected.vshost.exe.dll Obfuscation can be done on both assembly and project level. Obfuscation can be done on one or more assemblies, projects or both.
Obfuscation of a project or an assembly is only available when it is added to an existing solution. Obfuscation is always performed on existing assemblies, if you want to obfuscate your new assembly then you must first add it to an existing solution, or create a new solution. You can change the settings used to obfuscate assemblies while in the GUI, but this will
require a new build of the application. A complete list of obfuscation features can be found here Obfuscation of assemblies is also available via the command line, to obfuscate a assembly use the following command line Obfusasm /out:protected.dll /protect:assembly For more information on the command line options please see the /help or /cli_options Obfuscation
of an assembly is not available when obfuscating from a project, the only exception to this rule is the assembly of the form protected.exe which is obfuscated when obfuscating from a project, if you want to obfuscate a protected.exe assembly then you must first add it to an existing solution. On completion of the process you will have a protected.dll or protected.exe
file with the obfuscation settings in its embedded metadata header. Obfuscation of a project is achieved by right clicking the project in Visual Studio and selecting '
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This simple macro obfuscates all the variables within the method. It uses the MD5 of the code as a key to decrypt each variable and replace its value with a random number of its own. This makes the obfuscated code harder to read and understand, but doesn't make it unbreakable. #macro EncryptInline(var)
EncryptOrDecryptMacro(#1,#2,"_"#1"_"#2,EncryptMACRO) #endmacro #macro EncryptOrDecryptMacro(mak,var,old,new) $TypeParam = $(old) $TypeParam = [System.Convert]::ToBase64String($($TypeParam)) $($TypeParam) = [string]::Empty $($TypeParam) += [md5]::Create().ComputeHash($(mak)) $TypeParam =
[Convert]::ToBase64String($($TypeParam)) $($TypeParam) = [System.Convert]::ToString($($TypeParam)) $($TypeParam) += $(new) $($TypeParam) = [Convert]::ToString($($TypeParam)) #endmacro #region Instance fields $($TypeParam) = [string]::Empty $($TypeParam) += [System.Convert]::ToString($($TypeParam)) $($TypeParam) += $(var)
$($TypeParam) = [Convert]::ToString($($TypeParam)) $($TypeParam) = [System.Convert]::ToString($($TypeParam)) $($ 1d6a3396d6
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A command-line tool to obfuscate assemblies. Version: Obfusasm v0.8.0 Build date: Wed, 05 Apr 2012 17:30:02 GMT Copyright: Copyright (c) 2012 JimManning Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

What's New In?

Obfuscation of assemblies for the purpose of protecting them from reverse engineering and debugging by protecting the assembly and its dependencies. Protects the symbols, strings, methods, variables, and assemblies which makes it harder for the debugger to locate your assembly. Features: - Several classes and methods are added to allow you to easily manage your
assemblies and protect them from reverse engineering - Supports Visual Studio and Team Foundation Server 2008 - Supports internationalization of the tool - Allows both GUI and command line to be used to obfuscate your assemblies - Supports.NET 3.5 Framework API: Obfuscation Method: - Retrieve obfuscated assembly GetAssemblyNamesFromFile
GetAssemblyNamesFromAssembly Create obfuscated assembly Register for an event Unregister for an event Obfuscate assembly by specifying only the metadata Obfuscate assembly by specifying only the source code Obfuscate assembly by specifying metadata and source code Usage: Obfuscator can be started on the command line. Type the name of the
application with the /? flag. /Obfuscate a.exe MyApplication.exe [AnyAssemblyNames] [Threshold] [OutputDir] [/String1] [/String2] [Options] [/Suffix] [/PostProcess] [/DllHash] [/ClearDllHash] [/ReverseDllHash] [/StoreAs] [/StoreAsAssembly] [/StoreAsVersion] [/UseCrypto] [/AddCryptoObject] [/Retire] [/AddRef] [/Decode] [/UseEnhancedEncryption]
[/LicenseType] [/Lcid] [/Passphrase] [/DisplayVersion] [/DisplayName] [/HideWindowTitle] [/UseFSharpCompiler] [/Safe] [/Advanced] [/Smart] [/NoComments] [/NoStructs] [/Nocode] [/NoRefs] [/NoEnums] [/NoMFields] [/NoMMethods] [/NoExceptions] [/NoAttributes] [/NoSecurity] [/NoWarnings] [/NoPia] [/NoText] [/NoDefaults] [/NoHelper]
[/NoTextSearch] [/NoMinLib] [/NoWarnings] [/NoLink] [/Optimize] [/NoOpt] [/TraceFile] [/Parallel] [/EnableUnsafe] [/UseHook] [/HideExceptions] [/NofRegistrations] [/ConcealSections] [/CopyLocal] [/Sparse] [/Relocation] [/ExcludeFromCodeSign] [/IncludeUnmanagedResources] [/Readable] [/ClrWrapper] [/ClrHeader] [/KeepMapping] [/KeepHMap]
[/HidePrivate] [/ExportForLinking] [/GenerateSerializationAssemblies] [/HideData] [/Dll] [/StrongName] [/KeyContainer] [/Key
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System Requirements:

Compatibility: Windows XP / Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 8.1 / Windows 10 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS MINIMUM: OS: Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 8.1 / Windows 10 Processor: Intel Pentium IV (2.8 GHz) or higher Memory: 512 MB of RAM Hard Drive: 5 GB DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound
Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible Video Card:
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